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Abstract—In robot-assisted partial nephrectomy, kidney tu-
mors are removed surgically, along with a margin of healthy
tissue around the tumor. This margin is taken to prevent positive
margins (i.e. tumor tissue accidentally left behind). Yet it is
desirable to minimize the thickness of the margin, since the
effectiveness of post-surgery kidney function is related to the
volume of kidney tissue preserved. In this paper we use statis-
tical information on robot-mediated surface-based registration
to select variable-thickness margins that optimally account for
registration uncertainty. These margins can then be displayed
in the surgeon console to provide enhanced information to the
surgeon during robotic partial nephrectomy.

Index Terms—Robotic Surgery, Image Guidance, Partial
Nephrectomy

I. INTRODUCTION

Surgery is an effective treatment for renal cancer. Radical

nephrectomy, the removal of the entire kidney, is the most

common treatment [1]. Unfortunately, radical nephrectomy

leaves patients with an increased risk of chronic kidney

disease, elevated cardiovascular risk, and increased mortality

[2], [3]. Partial nephrectomy, the removal of a portion of the

kidney, mitigates these long-term risks by sparing as much

renal tissue as possible. However, partial nephrectomy is an

underutilized procedure because it is more difficult to perform

in a minimally invasive setting [4], [5].

The da Vinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Inc. Sun-

nyvale, CA) can assist in partial nephrectomy [6], providing

the physician with wrist dexterity and stereoscopic visualiza-

tion that are not typically present in traditional non-robotic

laparoscopy. Robotic assistance has been shown to benefit

surgeons who are both inexperienced [5] and experienced [7]

in partial nephrectomy.

Robotic systems also provide a vehicle to bring image

guidance to bear on partial nephrectomy [8]–[12]. Bringing

registered, segmented medical image information into the
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surgical console can assist the physician with understanding

the location of subsurface anatomical features relative to their

tools. These features include the tumor, vascular system, and

collecting system. Prior work has explored the feasibility of

intraoperative image guidance in kidney surgery including

exploring surface-based registration [13]–[15] as well as the

feasibility of displaying registered preoperative medical im-

ages in the da Vinci Surgical System surgeon console [16]–

[18]. These papers use the da Vinci tool tip as a digitizer and

perform surface-based registration by lightly tracing the tool

tip over the organ surface. As with any registration approach,

robot-mediated registration in this way creates a (small, but

of clinically relevant dimensions) spatially varying error field

throughout the surgical space.

In this paper we address the question of how this spatially

varying registration error field can be effectively conveyed to

the surgeon. We propose to convey it through visual display of

an optimally sized, variable-thickness margin surrounding the

tumor. The margin we compute is both patient and registration-

specific, and visually illustrates the shape that corresponds to

an acceptable level of risk. That is, our algorithm translates a

risk specification from the surgeon such as “I want to be 99.9%

confident that if I cut where the image guidance system tells

me to cut, I will not have a positive margin”. The algorithm we

describe in this paper converts such a specification to a variable

thickness margin, which is then displayed to the surgeon in

the image guidance display in the surgeon console.

Prior work aimed at establishing statistically-motivated

safety thresholds for registration includes the work of Haideg-

ger et al., who estimated the instantaneous level of danger to

critical structures for an optically tracked tool [19], but did not

use this information to build a margin. Nobel et al. estimated

the probability that a surgical drill traversing a linear path

would damage critical structures in close proximity to that

path.

This paper is a generalization of our own prior work [20],

[21] on point-based registration in the context of robotic bone

drilling in the skull. Here we generalize our margin-growing
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Fig. 1. The upper half of the figure shows the da Vinci robot arms in relation
to a phantom kidney with an implanted tumor. The lower half of the figure
shows the display of the robot arms in relationship to the tumor and kidney
segmentations from preoperative imaging.

technique from point-based to surface-based registration. Our

approach applies to any surgical scenario where surface-based

registration is used, and can be used to illustrate the location

uncertainty of any desired target, whether tumor or other

structure. A glossary of terms used in this paper is seen in

Table I.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this paper we will consider robotic intraoperative image

guidance created by our group for the da Vinci system in

partial nephrectomy [15]. Image guidance in this context con-

sists of segmented registered preoperative image information,

which is displayed to the surgeon in the da Vinci console using

the Tile-Pro interface.

The algorithm described here generates a margin surround-

ing the tumor. This margin enables the surgeon to be confident

that, in a procedure guided by these visualizations, the tumor

will be removed with no positive margin. This margin is

illustrated in Figure 6. The portion of the basic workflow of

the da Vinci visualization project relevant to this algorithm is

as follows: (1) Segment a medical image to show the tumor

and basic vasculature. (2) Using the da Vinci manipulator,

swab the exposed surface of the kidney. The points in R
3 that

the manipulator arm’s end effector passes through during the

surface swab are stored. This set of points is used to register

the preoperative plan to the patient in the operating room.

(3) The representation of the current location of the surgeon’s

instruments relative to the preoperatively segmented medical

image is displayed in the da Vinci surgeon console via Tile-

Pro. An example of such a display is shown in Figure 1.

A. Algorithm Overview

The algorithm presented here fits between steps (2) and (3).

Our algorithm takes as input: (1) the segmented 3D medical

image, (2) the surface tracing of the kidney in the operating

room, and (3) the acceptable risk level associated with the

tumor. The output of the algorithm is a medical image where

the tumor has been augmented with a margin. Removing this

entire margin provides statistical assurance that no portion of

the tumor will remain in the patient.

This margin is iteratively “grown” by examining the voxels

surrounding the tumor, and determining the probability that,

if they were cut, a positive margin would occur, based on

registration error. The voxels with the highest risk are added

to the margin, and the process is iterated until the probability

of all voxels surrounding the current margin is below the

threshold specified by the surgeon.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1) Perform a large set of surface registrations and store the

resulting transformations (Section II-B).

2) Determine overall positive margin risk (Section II-C).

This is the risk that a positive margin would occur if all

voxels surrounding the current margin were cut by the

surgeon.

3) Check overall positive margin risk against surgeon de-

fined risk tolerance.

4) Determine the voxels that, if cut, pose the highest

individual risk of a positive margin (Section II-D).

5) Add highest risk voxels to the margin (Section II-E).

6) Repeat steps 2-5 until the overall positive margin risk

has reached the level specified by the surgeon.

The structure of this algorithm was inspired by our prior

work in the context of robotic bone milling [20]. Two major

differences are: (1) Moving the computation of a large set

of registrations to a pre-computation step, rather than re-

computing them many times (Section II-B). We store the

resulting homogeneous transformations for later use in the

steps described in Sections II-C and II-D. This modification

increases the efficiency of the algorithm. (2) Estimating the

covariance matrices associated with every voxel adjacent to

the combined tumor and margin (Section II-D). This modifi-

cation accommodates the move to surface-based registration.

Previously, the algorithm relied on a closed-form solution to

estimate the error covariance matrices, which is only applica-

ble to point-based registration.

B. Perform Registrations

Before the algorithm starts its iterative process, Nr registra-

tions are performed and the resulting homogeneous transfor-

mations, Hi ∀ i ∈ [1, ..., NR], are stored for later use. These

registrations are between the surface swab of the kidney, and

the surface of the segmented kidney. The segmentation of the

kidney is accomplished in 3d Slicer (www.slicer.org) [22],

[23], a medical imaging software suite developed and main-

tained specifically for medical and medical robotics research.

In 3d Slicer, the segmentation is converted into an STL which

is a file containing the surface mapping of the segmented

volume consisting of a set of vertices on the segmentation’s

surface which are connected into triangles to represent faces

of the surface. We extract the vertices and use a randomly

selected subset of those vertices as the bases for an iterative



TABLE I
A GLOSSARY OF TERMS THAT ARE FREQUENTLY USED IN THIS PAPER.

Term Definition

Margin
A set of voxels surrounding the tumor. This set is enlarged iteratively until the specified value of the
overall positive margin risk is reached.

Overall Positive
Margin Risk

The probability that the tumor in the patient will be damaged if all voxels surrounding the union of
the tumor and the margin were to be cut by the surgeon.

Analyzed Shell Voxels that share a voxel vertex with the union of the tumor and the margin.

Point Positive Margin
Risk

The probability that the tumor in the patient will be damaged if an individual voxel neighboring the
union of the tumor and the margin were to be cut by the surgeon. This value is calculated for each
voxel in the analyzed shell.

Transfer Percentage The percentage of the analyzed shell that is transferred into the margin during a given iteration.

closest point (ICP) registration with the surface swab of the

kidney [24]. This surface swab of the kidney is registered to

the kidney in the medical image. The registered surface swab is

then perturbed randomly in each of 6 rotational and positional

degrees of freedom (±[rx ry rz px py pz]
T ) to simulate

different initializations of the ICP algorithm. Each of these

Nr perturbed swabs is registered to the point cloud obtained

by randomly downsampling the vertices of the STL repre-

senting the surface of the kidney. Each of these registrations

yields a homogeneous transformation, Hi. This collection of

transformations will be used in Sections II-C and II-D.

C. Overall Positive Margin Risk

The overall positive margin risk is the risk of leaving

tumor tissue in the patient if the tissue contained in every

voxel neighboring the tumor were to be cut by the surgeon.

This is a worst case damage metric. To calculate the overall

positive margin risk, we need analyze only the voxels that

are immediately adjacent to (26-connected) the tumor and the

margin as it develops. This analyzed shell of voxels is used to

reduce the number of calculations necessary to determine both

the overall positive margin risk in this section and the point

positive margin risk in Section II-D. To calculate the overall

positive margin risk, one of the homogeneous transformations,

Hi, calculated in Section II-B is applied to the locations of

all of the voxels in the current analyzed shell. This registered,

analyzed shell of voxels is then checked for overlap with the

tumor. This process is repeated for all Nr of the Hi’s that

were stored in Section II-B. A simple ratio is calculated of

registered analyzed shells that overlap the tumor over the total

number of registrations, Nr. This ratio is the overall positive

margin risk.

D. Point Positive Margin Risk

The point positive margin risk is the risk that an individual

voxel outside the tumor and margin will overlap the tumor

after registration. To reduce the number of voxels analyzed,

we will again use the concept of the analyzed shell of voxels

immediately connected (26-connected) with the tumor and the

margin. Consider a single voxel in the analyzed shell. All Nr

of the homogeneous transformations, Hi, developed in Section

II-B are applied to this single voxel and the registered points

(a) (b)

(c)

Margin

Tumor
Registered analyzed shell
points outside tumor
Registered analyzed shell
points inside tumor

Fig. 2. Part (a) shows a tumor and its associated margin. Part (b) shows
the collection of points on the surface of the voxels adjacent to the margin.
Part(c) shows the two registered together and the overlap of the points on the
registered surface of the analyzed shell intruding into the tumor.

stored. The resulting point cloud may be used to calculate a

covariance matrix that represents the error distribution for that

voxel’s location under registration. This covariance matrix is

used to calculate the Mahalanobis distance from that voxel’s

location to the closest point on the tumor. This Mahalanobis

distance is a generalization of the standard deviation to R
3.

Assuming the error is distributed normally, evaluating a three

degree of freedom chi-squared distribution at the Mahalanobis

distance squared yields the probability that the point in ques-

tion lies outside of an ellipsoid defined by the Mahalanobis



distance. Note that this probability greatly overestimates the

point positive margin risk since the probability generated is the

probability that the point lies outside of the ellipse surrounding

the point in question, not that the point in question overlaps the

tumor which occupies a small portion of the volume external

to the ellipse. This overestimation does not affect the size of

the margin. The point positive margin risk is used to rank the

voxels in the analyzed shell to determine which voxel locations

in the analyzed shell if removed pose the most risk to the

tumor. Since the overestimation is similar for all the voxels

in the analyzed shell, ranking via this method is reasonable.

Also note that the overall positive margin risk is the metric that

determines the ending of the growth of the margin. The point

positive margin risk is only used to determine which voxels

are moved into the margin next, so it has no direct affect on

the final safety level of the margin. An example of an analyzed

shell where each voxel is ranked by its point positive margin

risk is shown in Figure 3.

High Risk

Low Risk

Margin

Tumor

Fig. 3. The figure shows an analyzed shell ranked by its point positive margin
risk. The analyzed shell surrounds the margin which surrounds the tumor.

E. Growing the Margin

To grow the margin, a percentage of the analyzed shell is

transferred into the margin. Prior to transfer, the voxels in the

analyzed shell are sorted by point positive margin risk and only

the voxels associated with the highest point positive margin

risk are transferred in to the margin. After this transfer, the

analyzed shell is also grown by adding any voxels not already

in the analyzed shell that are adjacent to the new voxels in the

margin. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.

To reduce the number of iterations that the algorithm must

execute, a variable transfer percentage is used. This transfer

percentage starts out relatively high and is reduced linearly

as the overall positive margin risk approaches the acceptable

damage risk. This linear decay of the transfer percentage is

shown in Figure 5.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiments

To evaluate our algorithm, we applied it to the preoperative

planning of a partial nephrectomy. The algorithm developed a

TABLE II
NUMERIC RESULTS OF THE SAFETY MARGIN CREATED SURROUNDING A

TUMOR PLACED IN A KIDNEY.

Tumor

Spatially Varying
Margin

Constant
Thickness Margin

Margin Volume (cm3) 4.55 3.45

Final Positive Margin
Probability

9e-4 8e-3

Average of Mahalanobis
Distances From Final

Shell Voxels to Tumor
0.71 0.64

Standard Deviation of
Mahalanobis Distances

From Final Shell
Voxels to Tumor

0.03 0.05

time (s) 632 302

margin surrounding a tumor present in a kidney. This margin

indicated minimum volume of tissue that must be removed to

maintain the given confidence level that the tumor boundary

will not be violated during the procedure. The tumor within

the kidney was manually segmented, and the patch used for

registration was chosen from the manual segmentation of the

kidney’s surface. A portion covering roughly half of the top

surface of the kidney was chosen as suggested by [13]. This

surface was then downsampled by a factor of 0.001 which

reduced the number of points used in the surface registration

to 553. Random 3d Gaussian noise was added to the surface

with a covariance matrix of I(3). A final acceptable overall

damage risk was chosen to be 0.01, and the number of

simulated registrations was 25000. The maximum transfer rate

of voxels from the analyzed shell into the margin was 0.8.

We also compare the resulting spatially varying margins to

uniformly thick margins. These margins of uniform thickness

are generated by applying the algorithm we have developed,

but with the Mahalanobis distance in Section II-D replaced

with a euclidean distance. The Mahalanobis distance from the

center of a voxel that shares a vertex with the margin and

the closest point on the tumor to that voxel is the measure

we are using for the point damage risk (II-D). Therefore, we

expect the Mahalanobis distances between the final analyzed

shell and the tumor to be more uniform in the tumors with

spatially varying margins.

B. Results

The results from a single scan are reported in Table II and

can be seen in Figure 6. The bulk of the simulation was written

in MATLAB while the mahalanobis distance calculation was

written into a MEX file for faster computation. A custom built

44-core dual socket Xeon E5-2696v4 machine with 128 GB

of ram was used to compute the reported results. MATLAB’s

parallel toolbox was used to distribute the workload of the

simulation onto all 44 available cores.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The results seen in Table II show that the spatially varying

margin has a lower average point positive margin risk because



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Margin

Analyzed Shell

Tumor

High Risk Voxels

Fig. 4. Part (a) shows a tumor and margin with the highest risk voxels in the analyzed shell highlighted in red. Part (b) shows the state of the selected slice
of Part (a) at the beginning of the algorithm’s current iteration. Part (C) shows a slice called out of Part (a). Part (d) show the result of the current iteration
of the algorithm where the high risk voxels from the analyzed shell have been transferred into the margin.

1

Acceptable Overall
Positive Margin Risk

Start
Transfer
Decay

1

Voxels Transferred
Per Iteration

Overall
Positive
Margin
Risk

Max voxels
transferred

Fig. 5. The figure shows the relationship between the number of voxels
transferred into the margin each iteration and the current overall positive
margin risk.

they have a greater average Mahalanobis distance between

the voxels surrounding the margin and the tumor. Also, the

standard deviation of the Mahalanobis distances is lower

for the spatially varying margin. This implies that the point

positive margin risks associated with the voxels immediately

adjacent to the spatially varying margin are more similar that

those adjacent to a constant thickness margin developed for

the same tumor. The volume of the spatially varying margin

is larger than the uniform margin. In our previous work with

margins generated under point based registration [20], we also

upsampled the CT scan such that the voxels were 0.2 mm3.

We noted that several spatially varying margins were larger

than the corresponding uniform safety margins when computed

using 0.4 mm3 voxels. In each case upscaling the scan to 0.2
mm3 voxels yielded a smaller volume for the spatially varying

Margin

Tumor

Fig. 6. The figure shows a segmented preoperative scan of a kidney with a
tumor placed at one end. The light blue region surrounding the tumor is the
margin created by this algorithm.

margin relative to the corresponding uniform margins. This

leads us to believe that the more complex 3D shape of the ideal

spatially varying margin is more accurately approximated by

smaller voxels.

The margin was successfully generated surrounding a sim-

ulated tumor in a CT scan of a kidney. This is the first

time such spatially varying margins have been generated using

surface registration. The rate at which the voxel transfer decays

(Section II-E) and the final number of registrations (NR,



Section II-B) both warrant further investigation.

An important observation is that the algorithm easily incor-

porates any registration modality. The level of safety provided

by this margin can be set as desired by the surgeon for the

specific tumor.

It should be noted that these margins were created under the

assumption that registration error was the only source of error

in the system. This assumption is a first step for generating

general margins. Other error sources that can be modeled (e.g.

image distortion, robot kinematic errors, etc.) may be incorpo-

rated into the margins created by this algorithm. Dillon, et al.

performed a similar extension of the fiducial based margins

created in [20], [25]. We added several other error sources

from the CT scanner and physical robot to the algorithm for

the specific robot analyzed in that paper. Similar extensions to

this work are possible for any specific physical system with

error sources that can be modeled.

In the future, we plan to evaluate this algorithm in phantom

experiments. We plan to perform a set of experiments where an

expert user resects several phantoms with injected simulated

tumors. One set will be performed with image guidance and

no margins, the other set will be performed using both image

guidance and the margins created by this algorithm. The results

of this experiment should validate the utility of the margins

created by this algorithm.

We have designed a robust algorithm to generate statistically

guaranteed margins for any registration modality where re-

peated registrations may be assumed to be independent events.

With the development of this algorithm, we have provided

the ability to create a system where the surgeon may specify

the level of safety of specific structures throughout the duration

of the procedure.
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